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As the international economic recovery is slow, and a part of shipping capacity 
is idle due to the downturn of international shipping market, the shipbuilding orders 
have reduced significantly. On the other hand, the conflicts between supply and 
demand become more prominent due to the disorder in the expanding of domestic 
shipbuilding facilities which making a serious excess shipbuilding capacity. In this 
context, the domestic shipbuilding market, competition will become increasingly 
intense. Through the research of shipbuilding market, to make development and 
adjustment of corporate marketing strategy to seize market opportunities, has 
practical significance in the study area. 
In this thesis, Fujian Shipbuilding Trading Company was chose for the study. 
Fujian Shipbuilding Trading Company focuses its operations on the Import & 
Export of marine vessels, is a small state-owned enterprise in a certain degree of 
notability in Fujian Province, but is also facing the shortage of handheld 
shipbuilding orders in a difficult situation. Company’s main problem in marketing is 
that product does not with an effective marketing segmentation, lack of a clear 
marketing strategy for positioning and effective marketing strategies mix. Therefore 
must be based on the actual situation of the company to re-segment the market, 
adjust the marketing strategy to seek new market opportunities. 
Through the marketing theories and research findings related to the 
shipbuilding industry, combined with the results from the marketing environment 
analysis, vessel demand, industry competition and internal resources, the author find 
the company's target market is Ocean Support Vessels and small or medium-sized 
bulk carrier market. And for that segment market, the author concludes with a 
distinct market positioning and marketing strategies suitable for the company, 
emphasizing the integrated use of product strategy, price strategy, channel strategy 
and relationship marketing strategies in order to give full play on company’s own 
advantages, to get out of the marketing dilemma. 
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2007 27.99% 79.74% 23.70% 240 万元 45.53% 197 万元 37.49% 
2008 32.05% 70.32% 21.45% 163 万元 21.51% 457 万元 60.09% 
2009 33.90% 78.73% 24.35% 225 万元 35.05% 369 万元 57.34% 
数据来源：根据公司内部资料整理 
 
                                                        
































FSIGC 委托执行出口 FSTC 自营出口 
年份
艘 出口额(亿美元） 艘 出口额(亿美元） 
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2010 34  5.75  9 0.74 
2011 20 4.03  0 0 
2012 2 0.51 0 0 
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